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 This brief examines some of the key human, legal, and policy issues regarding homeless 
encampments. Homeless encampments, as used in this brief, refer to two or more people 
experiencing homelessness who are living outside, rather than in an emergency shelter. Most 
homeless encampments are prohibited by local ordinances that do not allow camping and 
sleeping in public places and zoning laws that bar camping and accessory dwellings. People 
living in these unsanctioned homeless encampments live in persistent fear of “sweeps”: clean-up 
actions by local authorities where encampment residents may lose the few valuables and 
possessions they have. Nevertheless, due to an acute shortage of affordable housing and even a 
lack of emergency shelters, homeless encampments not only exist but are also increasing in 
many cities.  
 
This brief first explores key reasons why encampments exist, including looking at the 
inadequacies and inaccessibility of the shelter system. Second, it describes the various types of 
homeless encampments. Third, this brief identifies the benefits that people experiencing 
homelessness gain from living in encampments. Fourth, the brief examines the consequences of 
sweeps, which displace and often harm encampment residents.  Sweeps, moreover, have legal 
implications; they can violate encampment residents’ Fourth, Eighth, and Fourteenth 
Amendment rights.  
 
 Based upon this analysis, this brief makes several recommendations. First, cities should 
not sweep or disrupt encampments unless the encampment poses true threats to the public health 
and safety of the residents, and the surrounding community. Second, until there is adequate 
permanent or transitional housing for people experiencing homelessness, cities should embrace 
encampments by providing essential services so that they are safe and healthy places to live. 
Third, cities that embrace encampments as an interim solution must develop plans and publicly 
announce their schedules for moving encampment residents and all people experiencing 
homelessness into permanent housing as quickly as possible. Encampments are merely a 
stopgap, desperate measure to provide shelter with some dignity to the unhoused; the only 







A home provides many essential benefits that are easy to take for granted; safety, a place 
to sleep, storage for belongings, and protection from the weather are among the most important 
ones. People experiencing homelessness are, by definition, without a home, and so they lack all 
the benefits a home provides.  While certainly not a substitute for proper, permanent homes, 
homeless encampments nevertheless can provide residents with some of the benefits that 
alleviate the stress and fear associated with experiencing homelessness and provide a path out of 
homelessness.1 Rather than spending their days figuring out where to sleep that night, how to 
stay safe, or where to place their belongings, people who live in a well-run homeless 
encampment are able to focus on ending their homelessness. Moreover, local governments that 
allow and support encampments can more consistently provide services to residents than people 
living on the street and more easily connect residents with permanent housing.2  
 
Unfortunately, too many local governments are focused on ending the visibility of 
homelessness rather than on ending homelessness itself.3 This misplaced focus causes cities to 
disrupt homeless encampments by evicting their residents or enforcing anti-camping or anti-
sleeping ordinances. These actions are futile and counterproductive. Breaking up encampments 
without offering residents adequate housing or shelter gives residents nowhere to go, while 
making their survival even more precarious. Disrupting encampments harms residents by taking 
away the safety of community, and forcing them into a daily nightmare of searching for security, 
shelter, and food, making it impossible to focus on longer-term measures to end their 
homelessness. The constant disruption send a message to people experiencing homelessness that 
they are not allowed anywhere.4 
 
Homeless encampments are not and will never be a permanent solution to homelessness, 
but in many cities, homelessness has hit unprecedented levels—even prompting some to enact 
declarations of emergency.5 While we should never accept that members of our community are 
living in camps, this brief argues that homeless encampments can be better for their residents 
than living on the street, until they can access proper transitional or permanent housing. 
Homeless encampments are a useful band-aid but certainly not a cure.    
 
This brief is divided into six parts. Part I introduces why homeless encampments exist in 
the first place. Part II describes the differences between sanctioned and unsanctioned homeless 
encampments. Part III examines the benefits homeless encampments provide to their residents. 
Part IV demonstrates that disrupting homeless encampments is both ineffective in getting rid of 
encampments and detrimental to the livelihood of encampment residents. Part V argues that in 
                                                
1 Georgia Perry, In Portland, a Contested Tent City Offers the 'Right 2 Dream Too', CITYLAB (Nov. 27, 2014), 
http://www.citylab.com/housing/2014/11/in-portland-a-contested-tent-city-offers-the-right-2-dream-too/383246/. 
2 Id. 
3 Matier & Ross, S.F. Mayor: Homeless ‘have to leave the street’ for Super Bowl, SF GATE (Aug. 25, 2015), 
available at http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/matier-ross/article/S-F-mayor-Homeless-have-to-leave-the-
6465209.php. 
4 Interview with Yurij Rudensky, Staff Attorney at Columbia Legal Services (Mar. 1, 2016). 





addition to being ineffective and traumatizing, disrupting homeless encampments can also 
deprive homeless individuals of their constitutional rights. Part VI concludes with several 
recommendations, including the core proposals that local governments recognize the benefits 
that homeless encampments provide to their residents and stop encampment disruptions when 
public health and safety is not truly at risk.  
 
I. Why Homeless Encampments Are Necessary 
 
 People experiencing homelessness lack many of the important benefits of having a home, 
like safety, storage, privacy, and stability; homeless shelters and encampments are both ways to 
provide some of those benefits. While homeless shelters can be a very important emergency 
resource for people experiencing homelessness, there is simply not enough shelter.6 The latest 
One Night Count identified 578,000 people experiencing homelessness in the United States.7 
Advocates criticize the One Night Count undercounting the number of homeless people due to its 
narrow scope and variable methodology;8 they peg a more realistic number to be as high as 3 
million.9  
 
Not only are people homeless, they are without any shelter whatsoever. Nationwide, 31 
percent of people experiencing homelessness are unsheltered.10 California is even worse; 62.7 
percent of the homeless population lives unsheltered.11  
 
  The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) defines sheltered 
homeless people as those staying in emergency shelters, transitional housing programs, or safe 
havens. HUD’s one night count found that 425,000 beds are available in emergency shelters, 
transitional housing programs, and safe havens.12 Using the very conservative estimate of 
homelessness captured by the point-in-time count,13 the United States has a shortage of at least 
153,000 beds. The shortage can also vary by season as shelters fill up especially fast when the 
temperature gets cold.14 This shortfall underscores that even if every person who experienced 
homelessness were able to stay in a shelter every night, and as discussed in the next paragraph 
this is not the case for many people, a very large number of men, women, and children are 
without a safe and stable place to sleep at night. Again, it is important to emphasize that the real 
discrepancy is likely even higher because of the limitations of HUD’s point-in-time count.15  
                                                
6 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT, THE 2014 ANNUAL HOMELESS ASSESSMENT REPORT 
TO CONGRESS (Oct. 2014), available at https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/2014-AHAR-Part1.pdf. 
[hereinafter 2014 AHAR] 
7 The One Night Count is an annual community-organized point-in-time count of visible homeless individuals on 
one night in January. Id. 
8 Maria Foscarinis, Homeless Problem Bigger Than Our Leaders Think, USA TODAY (Jan. 16, 2014), 
http://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2014/01/16/homeless-problem-obama-america-recession-column/4539917/. 
9 NATIONAL LAW CENTER ON HOMELESSNESS AND POVERTY, HOMELESSNESS IN AMERICA: OVERVIEW OF DATA AND 
CAUSES (Jan. 2015), available at https://www.nlchp.org/documents/Homeless_Stats_Fact_Sheet. 
10 2014 AHAR, supra note 6, at 1. 
11 Id. at 9. 
12 Id. at 58. 
13 Foscarinis, supra note 8. 
14 Telephone Interview with Sarah Steilen, Office Manager, Facing Homelessness (Nov. 4, 2015). 
15 The representation of the point-in-time count as the definitive number the population of people experiencing 




                          
Comparison of shelter beds with homeless population as estimated by PIT count. 
                                 
 
The inadequacy of the shelter system is further exacerbated by the inaccessibility of 
shelters to many homeless individuals.16 Shelters have strict rules and harsh conditions that can 
exclude groups of homeless individuals or make them an unappealing option.17 For example, 
most shelters are separated by gender so heterosexual couples have a hard time staying 
together.18 Similarly, families with children have a hard time staying together in shelters for the 
same reason.19 People with a criminal history are also often shut out of from shelters, as are those 
who identify as transgender.20  
 
Moreover, shelters’ limited hours pose an additional barrier. Most shelters also only 
provide nighttime accommodation with strict curfews, which shuts out homeless individuals with 
irregular hours or nighttime shifts.21 Due to limited hours and resources, many shelters have rules 
requiring homeless people to leave during the day along with their belongings, and even limit the 
amount of belongings that people can bring inside when they stay.22  
 
Despite their significant limitations, shelters can offer many benefits. In addition to 
providing indoor refuge, they can sometimes provide access to service providers, support groups, 
                                                                                                                                                       
supra note 8; Paul Boden, Homeless Head Count Helps No One, SF GATE (Feb. 5, 2013), 
http://www.sfgate.com/opinion/openforum/article/Homeless-head-counts-help-no-one-4254191.php. 
16 See generally SUZANNE SKINNER, Seattle University Homeless Rights Advocacy Project, SHUT OUT: HOW 
BARRIERS OFTEN PREVENT MEANINGFUL ACCESS TO EMERGENCY SHELTER (Sara K. Rankin ed., May 2016). 
17 See Id. 
18 Sara Bernard, Tent cities: Seattle’s unique approach to homelessness, GRIST (June 10, 2015), 
http://grist.org/cities/tent-cities-seattles-unique-approach-to-homelessness/. 
19 Id.  
20 See SKINNER, supra note 16 
21 NATIONAL LAW CENTER ON HOMELESSNESS AND POVERTY, WELCOME HOME: THE RISE OF TENT CITIES IN THE 
UNITED STATES 20 (Mar. 2014) [hereinafter WELCOME HOME] 
22 Telephone Interview with Eric Ares, Community Organizer and Communications Coordinator at Los Angeles 













and even nursing services for individuals recently discharged from a hospital.23 But the shortfall 
of shelter beds and restrictive shelter rules means that encampments can sometimes be the only 
viable option for many men, women, and children experiencing homelessness.  
 
II. Types of Homeless Encampments 
 
 How a homeless encampment, and thus its residents, is treated is determined by whether 
a homeless encampment is allowed or prohibited on a particular piece of property. Property 
ownership and a local government’s zoning laws, or lack thereof, determines that status.  
 
A. Authorized Homeless Encampments 
 
Some cities have passed legislation 
authorizing encampments on public property. These 
cities vary in the level of support they extend to 
authorized encampments. The continuum ranges from 
a city-sanctioned encampment with many rules and 
regulations to simply giving an encampment 
permission to exist with minimal rules.  
 
On the heavily involved side of the continuum 
is Seattle.24 Seattle gives city-sanctioned encampments city funds for their operations, access to 
public property, access to social services, and funding for case management services.25 One city-
sanctioned encampment in Seattle receives water, garbage collection, on-site counseling, and 
access to hot showers.26 While Seattle sanctions a few encampments, it outsources management 
and services to a nonprofit organization.27 
 
Seattle’s authorized encampments, while less restrictive than many shelters, nonetheless 
have rules that ultimately govern who can enter and live there.28  For example, Seattle 
encampments ban weapons, drugs, alcohol, and threatening behavior.29 But in some other cities 
encampment governance has been much more restrictive than Seattle encampments.30 Some city-
                                                
23 Mark Furst and Helen Amos, City shelter will be a real asset to community, BALTIMORE SUN (July 4, 2011), 
http://articles.baltimoresun.com/2011-07-04/news/bs-ed-homeless-shelter-20110701_1_housing-and-resource-
center-city-shelter-new-shelter; HOMELESS SHELTERS: COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROGRAMS AND SERVICES , 
available at http://www.homelesssheltersusa.org/ (last visited Apr. 23, 2016). 
24 See, e.g., Seattle Ordinance No. 124747. 
25 Telephone Interview with Sola Plumacher, Seattle Human Services Department (Nov. 10, 2015). 
26 Josh Green and Jake Whittenberg, Seattle’s third homeless encampments opens Tuesday, KING 5 (Mar. 8, 2016), 
http://www.king5.com/news/othello-village-located-near-light-rail-stop-rainier-valley/87746610 
27 Tiny Houses/Encampments, LOW INCOME HOUSING INSTITUTE, https://lihi.org/tiny-houses/ (last visited Apr. 22, 
2016). 
28 See, e.g., Jack Broom, New city-sponsored homeless encampment opens in Interbay, THE SEATTLE TIMES (Nov. 
19, 2015), http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/new-city-sponsored-homeless-camp-opens-in-interbay/; Daniel 
Demay, Homeless camp in Ballard, a leg up from living on the street, a leg up from running, SEATTLE PI (Dec. 8, 
2015), http://www.seattlepi.com/local/article/Homeless-camp-in-Ballard-up-and-running-a-leg-up-6682213.php. 
29 Broom, supra note 28. 
30 Chris Herring, The New Logic of Seclusion: Homeless Encampments in America’s West Coast Cities, 13 CITY & 













authorized encampments have resulted in governance styles that some residents describe as 
“authoritarian” due to strict behavioral rules requiring things like rehabilitation and employment 
in order stay in the site.31 These stricter city-managed encampments, rather than those managed 
by non-profits like in Seattle, are relatively rare compared to other types of encampments, but 
they allow cities to have more control over the encampment residents.32  
 
On the laissez-faire end of the continuum are cities that, by ordinance or zoning, allow 
encampments to exist without offering services or imposing a governance structure.33 Portland is 
one example. The city issues permits for encampments tailored to a particular parcel of land 
without providing other services, thereby giving residents the ability to camp on the site without 
the fear of eviction through a clean up or sweep.34 Portland-style authorized encampments are 
essentially self-governing and create their own rules and regulations without city interference; 
however, they are beholden to a city contract and can lose their legal status if the encampment 
does not comply with the terms of the permit.35  
 
B. Private Property Homeless Encampments 
 
Unauthorized homeless encampments also exist on private property.36 Some cities have 
strict land use codes that prohibit homeless encampment on private property,37 but for those 
cities with more lax zoning, encampments on private property can be common.38  
 
In both areas with lax zoning and restrictive zoning, religious organizations are uniquely 
positioned to host encampments on their property as a demonstration of their mission to serve the 
poor. The Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment, federal law,39 and state laws40 that limit 
government interference with church activities can protect homeless encampments on church-
owned land from zoning laws.41   
 
                                                
31 Id. 
32 Id. 
33 Id. at 298. 
34 See, e.g., Dignity Village contract with the city of Portland, available at 
https://dignityvillageportland.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/dignityvillage.pdf; Coby Hutzler, Hazelnut Grove 
Homeless Camp Can Stay in North Portland – But Its Neighboring Tent City Faces Eviction, WILLAMETTE WEEK 
(Dec. 11, 2015), http://www.wweek.com/2015/12/11/hazelnut-grove-homeless-camp-can-stay-in-north-portland-
but-its-neighboring-tent-city-faces-eviction/. 
35 Id. 
36 Examples include Camp Hope in Las Cruces, New Mexico and the Right 2 Dream 2 camp in Portland, Oregon. 
37 Kara McDermott and Jeannie Yandel, This Shoreline Couple Lets Homeless Families Camp In Their Yard, 
KUOW.ORG (Mar. 3, 2016), http://kuow.org/post/shoreline-couple-lets-homeless-families-camp-their-yard. 
38 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE OFFICE OF COMMUNITY ORIENTED POLICING SERVICES, PROBLEM-ORIENTED GUIDE 
FOR POLICE PROBLEM SPECIFIC GUIDES SERIES 29, available at 
http://www.popcenter.org/problems/pdfs/homeless_encampments.pdf. 
39 Marci Hamilton, When Churches Seek to Host Tent Cities of Homeless Persons, Can Localities Deny a Permit? 
The Controversy in Washington State, and What State Legislators Should Do About It, FINDLAW (Mar. 8, 2007), 
http://writ.news.findlaw.com/hamilton/20070308.html. 
40 See, e.g., WASH. REV. CODE § 36.01.290 (2010).  




Even in cities that have land use codes prohibiting encampments on private property, 
encampments can sometimes be allowed with temporary land use permits.42 Some cities and 
counties with strict zoning have passed specific legislation that allows encampments on private 
property under certain conditions. For example, in Washington, state law explicitly allows 
religious organizations to host encampments and prevents local jurisdictions from imposing 
conditions on the host organization other than conditions that protect public health and safety and 
do not substantially burden the religious organization.43 In response to the state law, many cities 
have set certain conditions on encampments, like the size of encampments, distance from 
services, and mandating neighborhood impact plans, in order for the host to be granted a 
temporary use permit.44   
 
If landowners get a temporary use permit the residents of the encampment will be at 
minimal risk of eviction. If the private property owner knowingly hosts the encampment, local 
governments cannot easily remove encampment residents except for violations of public health 
or public safety standards,45 and without a permit the city can cite the property owner for land 
use and building code violations. If encampments are on private property without the knowledge 
of the landowners, cities can remove the encampment with the consent of the landowner.46 One 
private property owner avoided a confrontation with local zoning codes restricting camping on 
private property and hosted an encampment in his backyard by raising a host of potential 
constitutional and legal issues to convince the city to issue him a temporary use permit.47  
 
C. Unauthorized Homeless Encampments 
 
 Unauthorized homeless encampments are essentially everything that has not been 
described above. If on public property, they are not sanctioned by the government. And if on 
private property, they are neither sanctioned by the government nor the property owner. The 
residents of unauthorized encampments, which are often seen on greenbelts alongside highways 
or hidden in public parks and undeveloped land, are at high risk of eviction.48 Most unauthorized 
encampments occur on surplus or open public property, such as public right of ways, though that 
makes unauthorized encampments vulnerable to enforcement actions or “sweeps” by local 
governments.  
 
                                                
42 McDermott & Yandel, supra note 37. 
43 WASH. REV. CODE, supra note 40 
44 E.g., LYNNWOOD, WASH, Code § 21.74; KIRKLAND, WASH, Code § 127; BOTHELL, WASH, Code § 12.06.160. 
45 Police Powers, LEGAL INFORMATION INSTITUTE (last visited on Dec. 7, 2015) 
https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/police_powers. 
46 See, e.g., the R2D2 encampment in Portland exists with landowner knowledge. See Perry supra note 1; Camp 
Runamuck was an example of one without landowner knowledge. See WELCOME HOME, supra note 21, at 18.  
47 McDermott & Yandel, supra note 37. 
48 The desire to be “out of the way” has led to homeless encampments being located in dangerous locations. Which 
have led to situations like individuals falling off of freeway walls to their deaths. See, e.g., Heidi Groover, Another 
Person Has Died Falling Onto the Freeway from a Homeless Encampment, THE STRANGER (Jan. 27, 2015), 
http://slog.thestranger.com/slog/archives/2015/01/27/another-person-has-died-falling-onto-the-freeway-from-a-
homeless-encampment; see also Dominic Holden, A Man Died Falling from This Homeless Encampment, THE 





Residents in these encampments usually live in tents, or sometimes tiny houses, and vary 
greatly in size.49 The unauthorized encampments will frequently be the focus of public outcry or 
simple fatigue with visible poverty, which can and has spurred local governments to enact anti-
camping or sit-lie ordinances that they can enforce through “sweeps.”50   
 
However, sometimes cities tolerate unauthorized encampments instead of sweeping 
them.51 Rather than enforcing their anti-camping or zoning ordinances, some cities engage in 
“flexible enforcement” in only the most blatant or serious situations.52 For example, the city of 
Portland, Oregon chose to deal with unauthorized encampments by simply not enforcing anti-
camping ordinances after recognizing that sweeps were ineffective.53 The city started a Safe 
Sleep Policy that, in addition to creating sanctioned encampment, also allows camping on city 
property without permits.54 Local governments should recognize, like Portland has, that many 
residents of encampments have no place else to go and are simply looking for a place to sleep.55 
That is why it is essential to understand the benefits encampments provide to their residents. 
 
III. Benefits Provided by Homeless Encampments 
 
The most important benefits of encampments over living in the street or in shelters are 
safety, community, autonomy, and stability.56 Of course, not all encampments offer these 
benefits—they vary between encampments depending 
upon on factors like size, location, and services available. 
Authorized encampments, which receive government 
support and services, can offer their residents great 
benefits, but far more common are unauthorized 
encampments. These encampments and their benefits are 
the focus of this section.  
 
 
A. Safety and Security 
 
Opponents of homeless encampments often cite public safety concerns for nearby 
residents and school children to keep encampments out of their neighborhoods.57 Their public 
                                                
49 OFFICE OF COMMUNITY ORIENTED POLICING SERVICES, supra note 38. 
50 Herring, supra note 30, at 291. 
51 Id. at 294. 
52 Id. at 295. 
53 Brad Schmidt, Homelessness: Portland mayor quietly tolerating tent camping, THE OREGONIAN (Jan. 29, 2016), 
http://www.oregonlive.com/portland/index.ssf/2016/01/portland_quietly_tolerates_ten.html.  A group made up of 
business groups and neighborhood associations is now suing the city of Portland for its approach to encampments. 
Brad Schmidt, Portland sued over homeless camping, THE OREGONIAN (Apr. 20, 2016) 
http://www.oregonlive.com/portland/index.ssf/2016/04/portland_sued_over_homeless_ca.html. 
54 HOMELESSNESS TOOLKIT – CITY OF PORTLAND, SAFE SLEEP POLICY 
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/toolkit/article/562215. 
55 Id. 
56 Steilen, supra note 14. 
57 In 2005, members of a church in Bellevue, Washington voted not to host an encampment citing safety concerns 
for children who attend preschool at the church as well safety concerns for the general community. Jessica 












safety concerns often stem from isolated violent incidents rather than general trends.58 One 
community even greeted a new encampment with surveillance cameras set up on homes around 
its perimeter.59  
 
  Since shelters are often beyond capacity or not accessible to many individuals,60 many 
people experiencing homelessness often have to choose between living in an encampment or on 
the street. But living on the street is extremely dangerous, especially for individuals who are on 
their own.61 To live outside and alone forces people experiencing homelessness into hiding just 
to stay safe.62 People experiencing homelessness die much younger than the rest of the 
population.63 For example, in Seattle, average life expectancy for a housed person is 81 years 
old,64 but for a homeless person is only 48 years old.65 Lower life expectancy among people 
experiencing homelessness is due to health disparities that stem from their homelessness but also 
from exposure to violence.66 
 
Violence against people experiencing homelessness takes two forms. Violence erupts 
between people experiencing homelessness due to personal conflicts or territorial disputes.67 But 
people experiencing homelessness are also attacked by the housed.  
 
From 1999-2013, national crime statics show 1,437 reported acts of violence against 
homeless individuals by non-homeless attackers.68 The number of unreported attacks is likely to 
be far greater. The principal motives for predatory attacks against homeless individuals are 
personal bias and opportunity due to the fact that people living outside are easy targets and 
prosecutions for attacking the visibly poor are rare.69 Indeed, predatory attacks against homeless 
                                                                                                                                                       
http://www.seattlepi.com/local/article/Bellevue-church-says-no-to-hosting-next-tent-city-1165311.php; see also 
John Duval, The issue is public safety, criminal behavior – not homelessness, CONCORD MONITOR (May 19, 2013), 
http://www.concordmonitor.com/home/6241445-95/the-issue-is-public-safety-criminal-behavior-not-homelessness. 
58 OFFICE OF COMMUNITY ORIENTED POLICING SERVICES, supra note 38, at 7. 
59 Neighbors using camera to watch tent city, KING 5 (Jan. 24, 2011), 
http://www.king5.com/story/local/2015/11/10/12935782/. 
60 SKINNER, supra note 16.  
61 Zoe Loftus-Farren, Tent Cities: An Interim Solution Homelessness and Affordable Housing Shortages in the 
United States, 99 CAL. L. REV. 1037, 1055 (2011)  
62 Ares, supra note 22. 
63 Maralyssa Bann, The Impossibility of Managing a Chronic Disease While Homeless, THE ATLANTIC (Mar. 29, 
2016), http://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2016/03/homeless-patients/475830/. 




65 Bann, supra note 63. 
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persons are so pervasive that several states passed laws making such attacks “hate crimes.”70 In 
short, both violence perpetrated by other homeless individuals and violence by non-homeless 
people makes living on the street dangerous for people experiencing homelessness. 
 
Unfortunately, homeless shelters are not necessarily a refuge from violence. Certain 
subgroups within the homeless population are at particular risk of violence in homeless shelters. 
Those who are physically weak or have health issues, for example, experience relatively more 
violence in shelters.71 Disabled people are also at heightened risk of being harmed while staying 
in shelters.72 Emblematic of the problem:  two disabled homeless individuals reported that they 
dared not to go to single adult shelters because they feared that they could be knocked to the 
ground by other residents and left there—unable to get back up.74 Homeless individuals who are 
physically weak, sick, or disabled are also at risk of theft within 
shelters due to their inability to defend themselves.75  
 
Additionally, the limited times that shelters are open put 
homeless women at particular risk.  Many shelters are not open 
until late at night,76 so women do not have a safe place to stay 
during the day. For example, because one women’s shelter in 
Providence, Rhode Island is situated in a particularly dangerous 
part of town, homeless women waiting for the shelter to open are vulnerable to attack; shelter 
clients knew of at least 15 unreported rapes in the area.77  
 
Providence is not unique.  The need to serve a maximum number of homeless people 
with limited dollars, combined with some communities' unwillingness to host shelters in their 
neighborhoods, often means that emergency shelters are located in or close to high-crime areas.78 
Thus, for many people experiencing homelessness, encampments can provide the sense of 
security they need. Safety comes in numbers.79 Living together in a community they have chosen 
is generally safer than living individually on the street, and even more so for vulnerable 
subgroups.80  
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Organized encampments set the bar for providing security to their residents. Often self-
governing encampments create 24-hour security systems where designated residents will keep 
watch over the encampment at all times.81 Many self-organized encampments employ contracts 
that every resident must sign to prevent violence, alcohol, and drugs in the encampment to bar 
potential troublemakers for other encampment residents and surrounding neighbors.82 Self-
organized encampments, which can be unauthorized or authorized, use these measures to make 
the encampments secure for their residents.  
 
Police also keep a close eye on permitted encampments because of the safety concerns 
expressed by the community, but the worries of the community are often unfounded.83 In one 
neighborhood, the police conducted walkthroughs every day for the three months of the 
encampment’s stay.84 The police did not report a single problem during their walkthroughs.85 In 
fact, almost every call that came from the encampment consisted of encampment organizers 
notifying police that someone with an outstanding warrant was at the site.86  
 
Certainly, some encampments present public safety problems. Violent incidents have 
occurred at unauthorized encampments, like Seattle’s “Jungle” where five people were shot in 
January 2016.87 Seattle’s Jungle is located in an isolated area under the interstate highway, 
leaving it without police surveillance or basic sanitation services.88  
 
As tragic as the murders in the Jungle were, perspective is required. Violence and 
criminal activity are not exclusive to homeless encampments. Both the housed and the unhoused 
engage in criminal activity that can lead to violence. Just because criminal activity can occur at 
encampments does not make them inherently unsafe.89 When a shooting or other violent incident 
happens in an apartment, the response is not to close down apartment buildings as being unsafe.   
That same logic applies to encampments.  
 
Moreover, when we shut down encampments, the residents who were not engaging in 
criminal activity end up on the street once more, where some feel more vulnerable to violence. 
As one homeless advocate stated, “If [homeless encampments] were dangerous, no one would be 
living in them.”90  Rather that shutting down encampments when criminal activity occurs, cities 
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could improve public safety for both encampment residents and neighborhoods by providing 
encampments with services and police security. 
 
B. Community  
 
Homeless encampments provide safety through a community, but the community in and 
of itself is a benefit as well. By living together, people experiencing homelessness create a 
community that does not occur in the transient circumstances of the street or in a homeless 
shelter.  Neither offers a stable place for people to meet and interact.91 Residents of homeless 
encampments gain neighbors, friends, and a support system.92  
 
Indeed, many self-governing and organized homeless 
encampments require residents to sign contracts that contain 
provisions to foster a congenial, cooperative environment for 
residents.94 For example, the contract at Camp Runamuck in 
Providence, Rhode Island require all residents to share in the 
labor of the camp and provide that “[n]o one person shall be 
greater than the will of the whole.”95 Some self-governing 
encampments mandate that residents participate in camp 
activities or even activities in the surrounding neighborhood, 
like neighborhood clean ups.96 
 
Yet, another crucial advantage of encampments is that they provide shelter to couples and 
families. 97 Shelters are usually gender segregated so it becomes difficult for couples to stay 
together.98 And the increase in family homelessness means that many family shelters are turning 
families away; by contrast, encampments can help to keep families intact.99   
 
Pets are also frequently banned at shelters; yet, pets often provide great comfort to their 
homeless owners.100 For many people experiencing homelessness their pet may be the only thing 
that provides them support in difficult times. One couple living in a homeless encampment in 
Los Angeles said that they could live in a shelter but that would mean that they would have to 
separate for the night and give away their dog.101 “It doesn't matter what we go through so long 
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as we don't get pulled apart,” said one person. “We're all we have. We don't have anything 
else.”102  
 
For homeless individuals who have lost so much, their family and friends are often one of 




Homeless encampments also offer residents more autonomy than emergency shelters. To 
handle constantly changing populations in small spaces and also, because they are not meant to 
function as long-term housing, shelters have many rules. For people experiencing homelessness, 
these rules can paternalistic and deny them a sense of autonomy. Residents have described 
shelter environments as “oppressive, depressive, [and] repressive.”103 One homeless encampment 
resident explained why she lived in an encampment instead of a shelter:  
 
I think it’s... feeling normal. In the shelter you don’t feel normal. I mean, I’m 52 
years old. And I have to be told what time to go to bed, what I can watch on TV, 
when I can eat, what time to go to the bathroom. Are you kidding me? I’d rather 
feel normal. And if that means sleeping in a tent that’s my tent and I can go to bed 
when I want and do whatever I want ... just like regular people.104 
 
To keep their autonomy, many people experiencing homelessness actually prefer to live 
on the streets rather than under the rules of a shelter.105 That is not to say that encampments have 
no rules; many encampments organized by residents or by nonprofit organizations have rules. 
However, encampment rules are usually targeted towards safety and collaboration rather than 
controlling the movements of residents.106  
 
Encampments also provide more autonomy because residents can store their belongings 
there. Shelters, by contrast, usually require homeless individuals to leave during the day and to 
take their belongings with them.107 Obviously, hauling one’s belongings along makes looking for 
work or housing very difficult, if not impossible.108 Being able to store personal belongings gives 
encampment residents greater opportunities to escape homelessness, preserves their dignity, and 
supports their independence.  
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Related to autonomy is privacy.109 Homeless shelters are often dormitory style; many 
people are commonly housed in one room, which leaves very little personal space.110 Whether 




 Having a stable place to stay can help encampment residents gain permanent housing.112  
The instability of not having a regular place to sleep and live negatively impacts men, women, 
and children experiencing homelessness.113 Children, and school children in particular, are 
especially harmed by the instability caused by homelessness.114 Instability in the lives of children 
experiencing homeless is common; 68 percent of children experiencing have homelessness 
moved at least twice and 21 percent moved at least five times.115 Each time a child moves to a 
new school, he or she can lose 4–6 months of academic progress, so moving two to three times, 
which is common, can mean an entire year of academic progress lost.116   
 
The instability of homelessness is not only bad 
for children but also adults as well, especially when it 
comes to finding a job and maintaining employment.118 
Homeless encampments can provide stability to men, 
women, and children experiencing homelessness who 
otherwise have to go from street to street, couch to 
couch, or shelter to shelter.   
 
Some advocates worry that spending resources 
on homeless encampments distracts communities from 
building affordable housing.119 Certainly, the only real 
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solutions to homelessness are those that result in permanent housing, but until and unless 
permanent housing can be realized, authorized homeless encampments provide an interim and 
emergency option.120  
 
Encampments are increasingly recognized as a pathway to ending homelessness. An 
emergency taskforce convened by the City of Seattle found that “[e]ncampments can be a first 
step in the Housing First model, providing a safe place for people to go and a stable base from 
which to move on.”121 Encampments can provide some degree of stability, helping to make it 
easier for people experiencing homelessness to find housing and jobs. Many people in 
encampments, particularly organized camps, have successfully been able to find employment 




 Encampments can also play a larger role in finding permanent solutions to homelessness.  
Simply by being visible, encampments bring the issue of homelessness to the attention of the 
community and policymakers.123 Encampments are a form of advocacy for increased action on 
issues of homelessness.124 The visibility of large, self-governing encampments draws media 
attention, which can lead, and has led, to increased funding and services for homeless individuals 
and legally recognized homeless encampments.125  
 
Recognizing the action that stems from visibility, some homeless individuals and 
advocates have created encampments explicitly as a form of protest.126 A protest encampment 
raised the visibility of the problem of homelessness in Providence, Rhode Island, which 
prompted the city to implement a Housing First program that ultimately provided permanent 
housing to many former encampment residents.127   
 
Moreover, the visibility self-governing homeless encampments can empower and 
mobilize the encampment residents as well.128 For example, in Seattle’s Nickelsville 
encampment, residents wrote letters to city officials lobbying for a permanent homeless 
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encampment, which was ultimately successful.129 When people experiencing homelessness are 
not worried about their day-to-day survival, they can better focus on creating a dialogue with 
their community and provide their hard-earned insights on what should be done to end 
homelessness overall.  
 
IV. Government Disruptions of Homeless Encampments 
 
 The practice of disrupting or sweeping encampments ultimately stems from a lack of 
understanding and awareness about why homeless encampments can help those who live in 
them. During a sweep, local governments remove tents and other belongings, and force residents 
to leave the site. Cities that sweep the encampments often confiscate and destroy personal 
property of encampment residents as well.130 In addition to enforcing zoning laws, sweeps are 
often done to enforce “quality of life” ordinances that prevent camping, sleeping in public, or 
sitting.131 
 
The severity of the sweeps can vary, but some sweeps can be ruthless.132 In 2007, police 
in St. Petersburg, Florida seized 20 tents in an encampment using scissors, box cutters, and other 
blades to cut them down.133  “I was in the tent when they started cutting. It was very reckless of 
them,” said one of the residents, who was asleep when the police arrived.134  In 2015, police in 
Honolulu, Hawaii cleared one of the largest encampments in the country.135 The encampment 
was home to at least 278 people just before the sweep.136 
 
Disruptions of encampments have a devastating impact on the residents. They lose a 
stable place to sleep and often lose their belongings.  And more often than not, because they have 
no alternative, those kicked out of one encampment are forced to establish another simply to 
survive. The damage sweeps cause to homeless people must therefore be factored into any 
assessment of their effectiveness.  
 
A. The Effectiveness of Sweeps 
 
Not only do sweeps often harm encampment residents, they may not even accomplish the 
goal of getting rid of encampments. A common expectation is that sweeps will push encampment  
residents into shelters.137 However, the limited data that exists shows this expectation is 
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misplaced.138 A survey of encampment residents in Honolulu, Hawaii found that 68 percent of 
respondents said that the sweeps had no effect on whether or not they sought shelter.139 Even 
after being swept, many respondents stayed out of shelters due to the inadequacy and 
inaccessibility of these shelters, citing reasons like the lack of privacy, lack of storage space in 
the daytime, and lack of autonomy.140 These survey results may reveal a common trend. In 
Seattle, only one-third of encampment residents accepted offers of alternative shelter after a 
sweep for the same reasons cited by the encampment residents in Honolulu.141   
 
Likelihood of Honolulu survey respondents to seek shelter due to sweeps142 
 
Sweeping encampments only to give rise to new ones is common. In San Francisco, for 
example, California’s state transportation agency “closed” 217 homeless encampments from July 
2014 to February 2015, only for many of them to re-open, sometimes the same day.143 The 
resilience of encampments suggests that cities do not, in fact, sweep encampments but only  
disrupt them. When a city disrupts an encampment, the 
residents do not disappear along with it.  The residents have 
to go somewhere, and thus the sweep only disrupts the 
encampments, not a permanent removal. Moreover, these 
disruptions may make encampments less safe since residents 
are forced to move their camps to more remote locations, 
further away from services and police presence.145  
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These ineffective and temporary closures of encampments are also expensive, as the 
experience of several local governments demonstrates. Sweeping 272 encampments cost San 
Francisco $186,000 over the course of 10 months,146 even though many of the encampments re-
opened. In Honolulu, the city spends $750,000 a year to sweep camps on sidewalks and in parks 
just for them to reopen and for the cycle to start over again.147 Honolulu City Councilman Joey 
Manahan says of the sweeps, “At this point, I’d say that they are not working. They’ve just 
become part of the process that homeless folks routinely go through in this cat-and-mouse game 
that we’ve been playing.”148  
 
A. The Effect of Sweeps on Homeless Encampment Residents 
 
Not only is disrupting encampments expensive and often futile, but sweeps have a very 
detrimental impact on residents of encampments. Governments often destroy or confiscate 
personal property during sweeps, and they often destroy valuables that that are critical for people 
experiencing homelessness to rebuild their lives.149 A survey of homeless encampment residents 
in Hawaii found that 57 percent of people lost their personal identification, 43 percent lost 
clothing, 40 percent lost their tents, 30 percent lost household items, 24 percent lost food, 21 
percent lost medicine, and 13 percent lost children’s toys.150 One woman reported that her child’s 
schoolbooks were taken and she had no money to replace them.151  
 
Property lost by Honolulu survey respondents152 
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The most significant loss for many people is the loss of personal identification, such as 
state identification cards, social security cards, passports, and birth certificates.153 Personal 
identification cards are needed to qualify for countless services and are difficult to replace.154 
Eighty-one percent of survey respondents in Honolulu reported that they were not able to retrieve 
the confiscated personal identification from authorities.155  
 
Getting personal identification documents reissued is a difficult and expensive process.157 
It can require a mailing address, which a homeless individual does not have.158 It can also require 
additional identification for verification, which could have also been taken.159  Moreover, in 
some cases homeless individuals are unable to 
navigate the process for replacing lost personal 
identification, including being simply unable to enter 
the appropriate government offices due to their 
homelessness.160  
 
In addition, sweeps can wreak an emotional 
and psychological toll on encampment residents.161 
People experiencing homelessness already have high 
rates of mental illness and substance abuse issues.162 
They “face daily instability, insecurity, fear, subjection to degradation, and constant and intense 
exposure to trauma.”163 Many homeless individuals report feeling degraded, scared, anxious, and 
angry as a result of the sweeps. Thus, disrupting encampments—the home of many emotionally 
and mentally unstable people experiencing homelessness—may actually end up exacerbating 
their suffering.164 Sweeps take away the stability, security, community, and autonomy of 
encampment residents. A sweep not only decimates an encampment but also the positive benefits 
an encampment may bring to its residents. Thus, it is not surprising that the sweeps result in 
increased fear, degradation, anger, and trauma.  
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In sum, encampment sweeps are ineffective and a waste of taxpayer dollars. They are 
disastrous for encampment residents, not just in terms of the potential loss or destruction of 
personal property but also in terms of lasting traumatic psychological and emotional effects. 
 
V. Constitutionality of Homeless Encampment Sweeps 
 
 Cities that sweep homeless encampments open themselves up to lawsuits challenging the 
legality of the city’s actions for violating the constitutional rights of encampment residents.165 
Disruptions of homeless encampments can violate core constitutional rights of residents:  the 
Fourth Amendment protection against unreasonable search and seizures, the Due Process 
Clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, and the Eighth Amendment protection against 
cruel and unusual punishment.166  
 
A. Personal Property Rights 
Litigants have successfully raised Fourth and Fourteenth Amendment claims when police 
or city workers destroyed or confiscated personal property during sweeps of homeless 
encampments.167 In Lavan v. City of Los Angeles, the city enforced an ordinance banning 
personal belongings on city sidewalks by confiscating and destroying possessions of homeless 
individuals who had temporarily left them on the sidewalk while they performed essential daily 
tasks, such as eating, showering, or using the restroom.168 By confiscating and destroying 
personal property, which the city knew had not been abandoned, the city violated the Fourth 
Amendment’s protection against unreasonable seizures.169  
 
The Lavan court also found that the city had 
violated the Fourteenth Amendment’s due process 
clause,171 rejecting the city’s contention that 
unattended belongings on a public sidewalk did not 
warrant constitutional protection as property.172 
Because the city had failed to provide notice to the 
homeless individuals before confiscating their 
property, due process was violated.173 As the court 
stated, “The City's decision to forego any process 
before permanently depriving Appellees of protected property interests is especially troubling 
given the vulnerability of Skid Row's homeless residents: ‘For many of us, the loss of our 
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personal effects may pose a minor inconvenience. However ... the loss can be devastating for the 
homeless.’”174 
 
Similarly, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that the destruction of property, 
especially without notice and without ability to reclaim belongings, violated the right to due 
process.175 In another case challenging sweeps of encampments, a District Court in California 
ruled that seizing property during sweeps, without a pre- or post-deprivation process, violated the 
Fourth Amendment and the Due Process Clause.176  
 
Other cities face ongoing constitutional challenges to encampment sweeps.177 In 
response, some local governments have revised their procedures, but constitutional violations 
may still occur in practice.178 In addition, advocates have successfully relied upon constitutional 
arguments to convince local governments to table planned sweeps in the first place.179  
B. Cruel and Unusual Punishment 
The Eighth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution prohibits the government from imposing 
cruel and unusual punishment.180 Advocates successfully raised Eighth Amendment claims in the 
context of homelessness in the landmark case of Pottinger v. Miami.181 In that case, the district 
court found that ordinances that ban sleeping in public and/or the confiscation and destruction of 
homeless individuals’ property violate the Eighth Amendment.182 The court stated that being 
arrested for “harmless, involuntary, and life-sustaining acts such as sleeping, sitting, or eating in 
public” is cruel and unusual.183 The court emphasized that people who are experiencing 
homelessness are not doing so by choice and that not letting people sleep in public, for instance, 
is cruel and unusual because there is no reasonable alternative.184  
More recently, the Ninth Circuit relied on similar reasoning to Pottinger in Jones v. the 
City of Los Angeles. The court held that the enforcement of ordinances that ban involuntary 
activities like sleeping in public was cruel and unusual in violation of the Eighth Amendment 
because homeless individuals had no choice but to sleep in public.185  
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The Eighth Amendment’s application to homeless individuals who are at risk of being 
cited for violating criminalization ordinances that prohibit conducting necessary life activities, 
like sleeping in public, drew national attention when the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) filed 
a Statement of Interest in a recent Idaho case.186 Bell v. Boise arose out of a challenge by 
homeless individuals to the enforcement of Boise’s anti-camping and anti-sleeping ordinances.187 
In its Statement of Interest, the DOJ urged the court in Bell v. Boise to adopt the Ninth Circuit’s 
reasoning in Jones.188 In its defense, Boise argued that its criminalization ordinances penalized 
the conduct of homeless individuals, not their status of being homeless. However, the DOJ 
persuasively pointed out that the practical effect of criminalization ordinances like Boise’s is to  
penalize the status of homelessness since arresting someone for sleeping in public, when no 
shelter space is available, is tantamount to arresting that person for her homelessness.189 
 
The reasoning of Bell and Jones applies very 
well to sweeps of homeless encampments.  Many 
cities use criminalization ordinances, such as bans 
on sleeping in public or the storage of personal 
property on public property, along with their general 
police powers, to justify disrupting homeless 
encampments. But all too often the residents of 
encampments on the streets, public parks, and 
greenbelts have no other place to go.  Enforcing 
these ordinances and sweeping unauthorized 
encampments, when encampment residents have no 
alternative, effectively punishes them for being homelessness.  
Recommendations 
 
 Local governments must respond appropriately to homeless encampments. Knowing that 
there are some benefits to encampments and that encampment disruptions are ineffective, cities 
must adopt measures that will enable encampment residents in the short term and the long term. 
This brief recommends that cities embrace encampments by taking serious action on increasing 
affordable housing, addressing the inadequacy of the shelter system, limiting encampment 
disruptions, and providing essential services to encampments.  
 
A. Embrace Encampments While Increasing Affordable Housing 
 
This brief encourages cities to accommodate encampments but only as a temporary 
solution. Critics of encampments rightly worry that encampments could become permanent.  If 
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cities do not feel compelled to invest in appropriate permanent solutions, the temporary solution 
may become, by default, the permanent solution.  Encampments are not a solution to 
homelessness; they are a temporary and inadequate response.  But the depth of the homelessness 
crisis in some areas of the country requires cities to embrace encampments as an interim measure 
to provide some degree of stability to people experiencing homelessness, but those cities should 
simultaneously redouble efforts to provide permanent housing.   
 
Housing is the only solution to homelessness.191 The reasons for a person’s homelessness 
can vary widely, but housing is the one thing all people experiencing homelessness need. 
Therefore, federal, state, and local governments must adequately invest in and increase 
permanent supportive housing as well as meaningful access to mental health and social services. 
Such investments are better for people experiencing homelessness and cheaper for cities than 
maintaining the status quo.192   
 
To ensure cities strike this balance, cities must be held accountable for interim and long-
term solutions to homelessness.  For example, cities that embrace encampments should also 
publicly announce a plan and a reasonable schedule to provide long-term solutions to address the 
problems of homelessness. Cities should also release regular progress reports that show they are 
making aggressive progress and meeting specific benchmarks toward permanent solutions to 
homelessness. While cities should embrace homeless encampments, they must also make real 
and lasting progress on affordable, permanent housing.   
 
B. Increase Shelter Accessibility 
 
Many areas simply do not have sufficient shelter beds to meet the immense need. The 
inadequacies of the shelter system, coupled with the shortage of affordable housing, are primary 
reasons that homeless encampments exist. Not only must cities increase the number of beds 
available, but they must make shelter facilities more accessible to everyone, including people 
with health issues, people who work at night, and families.193 Rather than express surprise and 
frustration that empty shelter beds sometimes exist at the same time as homeless encampments, 
policymakers should address the reasons why some people experiencing homelessness are 
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C. Limit encampment disruptions 
 
 Cities must severely restrict sweeps or any other kind of encampment disruptions. As one 
homeless advocate said, “Sweeps do not accomplish anything except destabilizing the 
residents.”195 Indeed, what sweeps do is effectively punish people experiencing homelessness for 
being homeless and potentially violate their constitutional rights.196  Until cities provide 
meaningful emergency shelter and permanent housing solutions, encampment sweeps merely 
punish residents who have no reasonable alternative.  Certainly, to the extent cities persist in 
sweeping encampments due to considerable public health concerns, they should first provide 
encampments with essential sanitation services to protect both encampment residents and 
surrounding neighborhoods.  In other words, cities should construe public health to include the 
experience and perspectives of encampment residents.  
 
One city that has established strict protocols limiting sweeps and solid protections for 
encampment residents is Indianapolis.197 The Indianapolis ordinance requires at least 15 days 
notice to residents before any encampment disruptions.198 In comparison, the city of Seattle 
requires only 72 hours notice; even then, the requirement is not consistently followed.199 In 
isolation, the 15 day notice rule would give residents more time to move to another encampment, 
but if implemented simultaneously with the other parts of the ordinance, this notice rule should 
give residents more time to work with social service and housing providers to find alternative 
shelter that is right for them.  
 
Second, Indianapolis’ legislation prohibits the destruction of any personal property 
during any encampment removal.200 This can help avoid the loss of essential items like medicine 
and items that help them end their homelessness, including personal identification.201 
 
Last, and perhaps most important, Indianapolis does not permit the dismantling of any 
encampments if the city lacks sufficient housing and social services to meet the needs of the 
displaced residents.202 This provision recognizes that evicting encampment residents when the 
city fails to provide adequate shelter is bad public policy and potentially a violation of the Eighth 
Amendment’s prohibition of cruel and unusual punishment. 
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Adoption of reforms like the Indianapolis ordinance, if implemented fairly under an 
overarching policy of embracing encampments, can help a city approach homeless encampments 
in a practical and effective manner that gives residents more stability and security, and better 
protects their rights and property.  
 
D. Provide services to homeless encampments 
 
 Finally, rather than ignore homeless encampments, local governments should provide 
encampments with essential public services, like public toilets, hygiene facilities, and trash 
collection. This will help ensure that residents are living in a safe and dignified environment that 
helps them obtain permanent housing.  
 
Homeless encampments frequently come under fire due to legitimate public health 
concerns, but policymakers can address these concerns. The absence of toilet facilities, garbage 
pick-up, and food storage at encampments leads to public health hazards,203 which are sometimes 
caused by city action or inaction.204 The more sanitation services provided the better, but even 
nominal services, such as city-provided trash bags and trash-pick up can improve conditions at 
unsanctioned encampments.205 The kinds of services that help ensure encampments are in a 
livable condition provide a benefit to both encampment residents and the neighboring 
communities. 
 
Sanitation services should be coupled with outreach that offers substance abuse and 
mental health treatment. Disrupting encampments with residents who face these serious issues 
neither solves their substance abuse or mental health problems nor their homelessness. There are 
better ways to deal with those afflicted with substance abuse disorders than destroying whatever 
shelter they have constructed, taking their possessions, and arresting them. It is more humane 
and cost-effective for cities to provide the supportive services and treatment that these 
individuals need to emerge from homelessness.206 
 
     Conclusion 
 
While most people do not want to live in an encampment, for many it is a better choice 
than living on the street or daily endurance of a lottery for the chance to spend an evening in 
degrading shelter conditions with strangers. Rather than criminalize homeless encampments, 
cities should embrace them as a stopgap measure and simultaneously be accountable for 
aggressively pursuing adequate long-term solutions to homelessness.  Otherwise, cities continue 
to contribute to the circumstances that force encampments to exist.
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